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40 YEARS WITH CPC LOGISTICS

It was January 18th, 1982. The price of a U.S. postage 
stamp was .20 cents. You could buy a dozen eggs for .84 
cents and a new home for $83,900. After an enjoyable 
weekend that probably included seeing Paul Newman 
and Sally Field in Absence of Malice, folks were headed 
to work on this Monday morning listening to the sounds 
of Olivia Newton-John singing her hit, “Physical.”

One of those rush hour drivers that morning was Harold 
(Butch) Wallis, Jr., who was on his way to his first day 
of work as an Operations Supervisor for CPC Logistics, 
formerly known as Sunbelt Transportation, TLI, Inc. and 
Consolidated Personnel Corporation.

This month Butch celebrated 40 Years of Service with 
CPC Logistics. In his early years, Butch hired some of 
our best drivers up until his job title changed in August 

1995. Ten of his hires are still actively employed today. He cultivated and managed the growth 
and success of our largest private fleet customers. He guided CPC through the many mazes of 
employment law, pension law and labor negotiations. The success of CPC is in part due to Butch’s 
fingerprints being all over the business.

During his journey with CPC, Butch has served in many roles including Corporate Officer, Share-
holder, member of the Board of Directors, and currently, President. He continues developing and 
executing CPC’s current strategies while managing every aspect of our business with excellence.

We congratulate him on this outstanding career milestone.

Drivers of
the Month

Congratulations to the
 December 2021

East Division West Division

Canada Division

Darrius Vaughan
Walgreen Company
Suffolk VA

Daniel B. Block
CPCLS East
Chicago IL

Damian M. Dorland
John Deere
Davenport IA

Williamson C. Armstrong
Walgreen Company
Waxahachie TX

Shaelyn C. Adams
CPCLS West
Sacramento CA

Allan K. Welsh
Canadian Tire
Brampton ON

CPC is pleased to announce the addition of Jack Ewing
to the CPC Safety Team as our first Safety Supervisor for the 
Procter & Gamble Fleet. Jack has over 20 years of 
experience behind the wheel, with well over 1 million 
accident-free miles. He joined CPC in September 2019 and 
was assigned to drive for Procter & Gamble in Hamilton, Ohio. 
As part of the initial group of drivers that started the Proctor & 
Gamble operation, Jack has been a key contributor to the 
excellent safety record and the continued growth of the fleet.

New Safety SuperviSor Jack Ewing
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SAFETY MANAGER 
TIP OF THE MONTH

KEY WINTER WEATHER 
TRUCK DRIVING TIPS

Although we are nearing the end of January, there is still plenty of 
winter weather ahead before Spring arrives in two months. And even 
then, Old Man Winter may decide to stick around longer. Whether 
you are a new or seasoned driver, winter roads can be dangerous. 
However, by implementing preventative safety skills for driving in 
winter weather, you can reduce the risks associated with winter driv-
ing. Here are few tips to help you prepare and stay safe through 
the remainder of the winter season.

1) Inspect Your Vehicle
Check tire pressures, engine oil and anti-freeze levels.
Remember, diesel fuel gels in cold weather. Add anti-gel
additive to your tanks (before you fuel, so it mixes).

2) Slow Down
Adjust your speed according to road conditions. You may
need to compensate for poor traction by reducing your
speed. Going slow will also give you more time to react
to anything ahead of you, if something goes wrong.

3) Give Yourself Extra Space
Stopping distance on a wet road is twice the normal
stopping distance. On icy roads, it can be as much as 10
times! Leave plenty of room between you and the vehicle
ahead of you so that you have enough time & space
to move out of harm’s way, in case of unpredictable
situations.

4) Stay Smooth
In winter weather, try your best to refrain from doing
anything sudden – sudden braking, sudden accelera-
tion, cornering, etc. The key is to maintain a consistent
speed and avoid doing anything that reduces traction on
slippery roads.

5) Watch for Black Ice/Pay Attention to Tire Spray Black
ice forms when the temperature is close to freezing.
A good clue is to look for ice build-up on your windshield
and/or backside of your mirrors. Look for tire spray from
other vehicles. A lot of spray means roads are wet. If tire
spray is relatively less, it means the roadway has started
to freeze. Shaded areas, bridges & overpasses freeze
quicker than other sections.

6) Let There Be Light
Visibility is quite poor in inclement weather conditions.
Check & clean all lights at the beginning and during your
trip. LED lights are brighter, but they burn cooler and
allow for ice & snow to build-up quicker. Keep headlights
on at all times, to allow other vehicles to better see you.

7) When In Doubt, Pull Over
If weather conditions are too severe, don’t think too much
about your schedule. If you experience extreme driving
conditions, try to find a safe spot to pull over. Contact
Dispatch, if possible. There is no load worth your life!

8) Be Prepared
Don’t forget to carry warm clothes, blankets, extra food
& water. Carry a flashlight, shovel traction devices, a bag
of sand, etc. Keep cell phone charged and fuel tanks full.
Make sure you have the contact information for Roadside
Assistance, if needed.

DON’T FORGET TO RELAX & HAVE FUN
Drivers from the Walgreens domicile in Perrysburg, Ohio en-

joyed a Toledo Walleye hockey game on Sunday, January 23rd. 

Walter Phillips & family
CPC Safety Supervisor Richard 
Langenderfer & family

WORK ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS
We would like to thank Rudy Byers, Calvin Gilbert and Rodney Bryant 
for being an essential part of the CPC driving teams in Alabama. Your con-
tributions to the company are greatly appreciated. Congratulations to each 
of you on your remarkable years of service and your safe driving record.

Rudy Byers
16 years

One World Logistics
Lincoln AL

Calvin Gilbert 
17 years

One World Logistics
Lincoln AL

Rodney Bryant
18 years

New South Express
Lincoln AL
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TO

1 YEAR
Akers,Bryan
Chilson, Robert
Dixon, Edward
Green,Bryan
Green,Jared
Hansen,Jesse
Hartsock,Bill
Herald,John
Hilt,Drew
Lundy,Adrien
Metcalf,Travis
Miller III,Alfred
Napier,John
Negron Flores,Jose
Ocampo, Cesar
Padgett,Michael
Price,Dacian
Ratliff,Dan
Shaver,James
Smith,Christopher
Smith,Rodrick
Stewart,Peter
Vance,Brent
Vargas Reyes,Freddie
Warren,Josef
White,Matthew
Williams,Jim
Young,Kemsey

2 YEARS
Akers,Bryan
Anderson,Ralph
Arnick,Victor
Avery,Randy
Balderas,Timoteo
Blankenship,Patrick
Dagostino,Thomas

SAFETY AWARDS

Follow Us on  

You can manage to do pretty much anything for 5 minutes, right? 

Mini-but-mighty habit changes
There’s a whole lot of pressure to stick to 
our new year’s resolution or meet our next 
goal. But are the high expectations we set for 
ourselves actually sabotaging our ability to 
achieve the goals we set? 

Stephen Guise, developer of ‘mini-habits,’ an 
incremental approach to behavior change would 
argue “yes.” His approach to goal achievement 
through bite-sized, fail-proof wins resonates with 
any of us who are struggling to work out as much 

as we’d like, can’t seem to get through our to-do lists, or feel like we’re 
failing to make healthy food selections. 

Why “mini” is more manageable 
By definition, mini-habits are “very small, positive behaviors that you force 
yourself to do every day.“ You’re tricking your brain by chunking out the 
large project or overwhelming task into smaller, manageable pieces you 
can conquer. The new habit is born because your initial goal is “too small 
to fail.” Anyone who wants to make a positive change is well-suited to 
adopt a mini-habit because the entire philosophy hinges on keeping the 
bar as low as possible to begin, then getting immediate positive results to 
build upon. 

Maybe you aspire to bodybuilding, or you’ve always wanted to be able to 
churn out 100 pushups. If you are intimidated to get started, try reducing 
that aggressive goal of one hundred pushups down to 1, 5, 10. Choose a 
number to start that can be done comfortably, without feeling like torture. 
Now you’re on your way!

1.Want to eat better?
Take 5 minutes to prepare one healthy snack 
each day.

2.Eager to read more and “screen” less?
Set a goal to read 2 pages of a book per day.

3.Overwhelmed by clutter?
Spend 5 minutes tidying a different space before 
bed each night or cleaning a differentroom each 
morning.

4.Yearning to journal but can’t commit?
Write down one notable thing that happened 
each day or 3 things you’re grateful for.

5.Putting off scheduling appointments or 
filling prescriptions?
Schedule 5 minutes each day for handling 
annoying tasks

Easy mini-habits
you can try now

Hanson,Jesse
Hartsock,Bill
Herald,John
Hilt,Drew
Johnson,Ernest
Kinney,Keith
Lebron Torres,Tomas
Metcalf,Travis
Padgett,Michael
Price,Dacian
Schelfe, James
Vance,Brent
Westphal,Eric
Willis,Cedric

3 YEARS
Bailey, John
Flanery,James
Gamboa,Hector
Hanson,Jesse
Herald,John
Hilt,Jeffery
Johnson,Ernest
McWhirt,Kevin
Scirrotto, Peter
Smith,Gifton
Sykes,Brian
Vance,Brent

4 YEARS
Bagley,James
Bailey, John
Barnett,Rodney
Brown, Richard
Camp,Kenneth
Coney,Tyrone
Dunwald,Douglas
Emling,Scott

Flanery,James
Garcia,Heriberto
Gonzalez,Sergio
Hilt,Jeffery
Rivera,Carlos
Teplick,Michael
Williams, Dustin
Williams,Terry

5 YEARS
Barnett,Rodney
Bauer,Curt
Dunwald,Douglas
Gladson,Robert
Orona Jr,Jeronimo
Orona,Shannon
Stepherson,Michael
Williams, Dustin
Williams,Terry

6 YEARS
Barnett,Rodney
Fernandez,Orlando
Gladson,Robert
Groover,Leslie
Johnson,Christopher
Reyes,Jose
Rodriguez Castillo,Isidro
Wylie, Michael

7 YEARS
Castro,Jose
Harsell,Gregory
Hawkins,Robert
Johnson,Gerrod
Machuca,Juan
Merritt,Jeffrey
Pagan,Eliseo

Sinegal,Willie
Sisson,Christopher
Torres,Ricardo
Wylie, Michael

8 YEARS
Alexander,Charles
Castro,Jose
Christy,William
Dice,Michael
Dixon,Stephen
Dyer, Timothy
Harsell,Gregory
Laporte,Wilfredo
Latorre,Hector
Mann,Steven
Marsh,Gerard
Matos,Daniel
Merritt II,Stephen
Velez,Felix

9 YEARS
Alexander,Charles
Buckner,Perry
Dixon,Stephen
Nichols,William
Smigielski, Michael
Woodmansee,Cecil

10 YEARS
Alexander,Charles
Martin,Michael
Martinez,Ralph
Padgett,Darryl
Smigielski, Michael
Taylor,Robin
Vega,Norberto
Williams,Michael

Woodmansee,Cecil
York Jr, Jewell Ray

11 YEARS
Alexander,Charles
Farron,Sherwood
Martin Jr,Wayne
Patterson, Trenton
Salvino,Peter
Sanchez,Lucas
Weeks,Matthew
Woodmansee,Cecil

12 YEARS
Battistini,Roberto
Berry,Robert
Fricke,Daniel
Garcia,Fernando
Kirschenman,Gary
Lizardi,Armando
Raulerson,Timothy
Vizcarrondo,Julio

13 YEARS
Neal,Russell
Newberry Jr,David
Perez,Luis
Rivera,Rolando
Rodriguez,Eliseo

14 YEARS
Neal,Russell
Pacheco,Miguel
Parga,Enrique

15 YEARS
Colon,Javier
Ingram,Donald

Lugo,Vladymir
Sears,Mark

16 YEARS
Anderson,William
Colon,Deison
Feliciano,Jose
Torres,Osvaldo
Trice, John Chris
Whitten,Timothy

17 YEARS
Anderson,William
Haynes,Gary
Lasenby,Leslie
Torres,Orlando
Wiser, Claude

18 YEARS
Johnson, Gary

21 YEARS
Buckner,Stevie
Hall,Robert

22 YEARS
Goodnough,Miriam

23 YEARS
Gooch,Johnny

36 YEARS
Capps,John

41 YEARS
Stoddard,Tommy




